2021 Product Catalog

Have fun & save the planet

ADVENTERRA GAMES:

Making Games for Good
We share a passion for games, a love of nature, and a desire to make a positive
impact on our planet. Our games are a blast to play – and teach kids to be selfaware, environmentally conscious, and imaginative. Our mission is to create
fun games that show children that they can make a diﬀerence!

Sustainable and Swiss Designed:

We carefully develop every game – from conception and prototyping to playtesting and production. All games are designed in Switzerland, which has always
been recognized for its quality, precision, and reliability. We use eco-friendly
materials (both recycled and recyclable). Instead of plastic pieces, we use compostable cardboard and wood certiﬁed by the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC).
You can feel good about buying our games and puzzles!
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Award winning games & puzzles
Our puzzles & games spark creativity, while helping children develop science, technology, engineering, math, and logic skills. That is why all of our products have been
authenticated by STEM.org. The cooperative aspects of many of our games also build
social skills like sharing, teamwork, and empathy. To date, we have received over 75
awards.

“Adventerra Games’ PowerHaus, WaterGame, Global Warning and Recycle Rally
all excelled during our evaluation process,” revealed Andrew B. Raupp, Executive
Director at STEM.org Educational Research™, “averaging in the top 94th percentile of over 1,250 STEM products authenticated since 2014.”

“We ﬁnd the Respect the Earth puzzle to be a total blast – it calls on players ages
two+ to match pairs of common lifestyle habits with adapted ones that are kinder
on the earth and society.” - Sierra Club, 2020 Holiday Gift Guide

“[Saving Water’s] easy-to-assemble mini puzzles do a great job of highlighting
common mistakes that even adults make, and providing solutions to help conserve
each precious drop of water. Age-appropriate puzzle piece sizes and images that
little ones can understand.” - Hot Diggity Award, 2021

Animals at Risk: “The quality of the packaging is superb, and the cards are made
of thick and durable cardboard. The images printed on the cards are bright and
realistic of the species represented... Simply put, this is a high-quality, fun game.”
- The National Parenting Center, 2021

Recycle Rally: “In this board game, players drive recycling trucks around town
picking up high-valuable recyclables, so it comes with a great eco-message. But
there’s a cooperative component, too: If too many items are left behind, everyone
loses.” - Good Housekeeping, 2020
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Saving Water:
Ecologic Puzzle

On the red-edged pieces, adorable sea creatures show how water is wasted
in everyday life, but on the green-edged pieces, they show ways that children
can save water!
Colored edges and self-correcting joints help players match the puzzle pairs.
Contains 24 puzzle pieces and an online guide to help parents explain environmental concepts.
Develops observation skills; logical thinking; knowledge of marine animals;
and basic conservation practices.
Item #: SW01
UPC Code: 8-50029-68701-6
Box size: 8 ½ x 8 x 2 inches
Case Pack: 5
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Respect the Earth
Ecologic Puzzle

On the red-edged pieces, a group of diverse kids show common habits, but on
the green-edged pieces, they show actions that protect the earth!
Colored edges and self-correcting joints help players match the puzzle pairs.
Contains 24 puzzle pieces and an online guide to help parents explain sustainable actions.
Develops right-wrong logical association ability; hand-eye coordination; and
environmental literacy.
Item #: RE04
UPC Code: 8-50029-68704-7
Box size: 8 ½ x 8 x 2 inches
Case Pack: 5
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Animals at Risk

Ecologic Memory Game

This cute memory game introduces the concept of protecting wildlife.
As children match animals with their babies, the habitats in the background
help them pair up the cards.
Contains 32 cards and an online guide to help parents identify species and
explain how human activity aﬀects animals.
Develops visual memory; knowledge of endangered animals; and logical
association ability.
Item #: AR03
UPC Code: 8-50029-68703-0
Box size: 8 ½ x 8 x 2 inches
Case Pack: 5
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NEW! Eating in Season
Ecologic Memory Game

This memory game shows children that fresh food is good for you – and the
planet!
Children match each pair of veggies or fruits while learning about which season
is best for eating each food.
Contains 32 cards and a guide to help parents explain nutritional and environmental beneﬁts.
Develops visual memory; classiﬁcation skills; knowledge of seasonal produce;
and awareness of sustainable agriculture.
Item #: ES02
UPC Code: 8-50029-68702-3
Box size: 8 ½ x 8 x 2 inches
Case Pack: 4
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Hungry Bins
Learn to Recycle

In this classiﬁ
classiﬁcation
cation & memory game, children learn to sort objects for recycling
and composting.
Players must ﬁ
ﬁnd
nd two of the same materials before feeding the proper bin. The
winner is the one who ﬁ
nds the most pairs.
ﬁnds
Contains 32 tokens; 1 board; instructions; and an online guide to help parents
explain recycling & composting.
Develops association, classiﬁ
classiﬁcation,
cation, and observation skills; visual memory;
and familiarity with resource recovery.
Item #: HB05
UPC Code: 8-50029-68705-4
Box size: 10 x 7 ½ x 2 ¼ inches
Case Pack: 4
1-4 players; 15 min.
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Polar Adventure
Disappearing Ice

This 3D board game gently introduces children to the problem of climate change,
and how they can ﬁght it!
Players roll the die and move forward, slowing down or speeding up when they
roll a car, factory, ship, or tree. The ﬁrst to reach the safety of the great glacier
wins the game.
Contains 2-piece game board; 1 big glacier; 4 mini-icebergs; 4 ships; 4 wooden
animals; 1 wooden die; instructions; and an online guide to help parents explain
environmental concepts.
Develops tactical skills; hand-eye coordination; and an understanding of how
human activity aﬀects polar animals.
Item #: PA06
UPC Code: 8-50029-68706-1
Box size: 11 ¼ x 10 x 2 ½ inches
Case Pack: 4
1-4 players; 15 min.
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My Eco House
Coming in 2022!

Large puzzle introduces kids to sustainability.
First, the child puts the pieces together to build all four levels of the house.
Then, they search for actions that harm the environment, and cover them up
with shapes that show ways to go green at home.
Contains 4 puzzles (each with 3 jumbo pieces); 12 geometric inserts; and a guide
to help parents explain eco-friendly actions.
Develops visual memory; classiﬁcation skills; knowledge of shapes; and
sustainable habits at home.
Item #: EH07
UPC Code: 8-50029-68707-8
Box size: 10 3/4 x 10 x 2 ¼ inches
Case Pack: 4
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My Eco School
Coming in 2022!

Large puzzle introduces kids to going green at school.
First, the child puts the pieces together to build all four levels. Then, they
search for actions that harm the environment, and cover them up with shapes
that show ways to protect the planet at school.
Contains 4 puzzles (each with 3 jumbo pieces); 12 geometric inserts; and a guide
to help parents explain eco-friendly actions.
Develops visual memory; classiﬁcation skills; knowledge of shapes; and sustainable habits at school.
Item #: ES08
UPC Code: 8-50029-68708-5
Box size: 10 3/4 x 10 x 2 ¼ inches
Case Pack: 4
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WaterGame

This roll-and-move game shows families how to conserve water.
Players roll the die and swim down the river, trying to save the most water to be
the winner. They draw cards and answer questions to get ahead – but may need
to donate to the community water tank too. If anyone gets to the end with less
than 10 gallons, nobody wins. So, players can’t let their friends run dry!
Contains 18 saving water cards; 18 wasting water cards; 30 question cards;
1 board; 4 tokens; 5 discs; 1 die; and instructions.
Develops cooperation and sharing abilities; counting and introductory STEM
skills; daily water-saving habits; and environmental literacy.
Item #: WG21
UPC Code: 8-50029-68721-4
Box size: 11 x 9 1/8 x 1 ¾ inches
Case Pack: 4
3-4 players; 20-40 min.
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Recycle Rally

In this fast-paced board game, kids learn about the value of recycling.
Players drive trucks around the city in search of recyclables, maximizing points
by picking up higher value materials. It’s an exciting race against time to get the
job done.
Contains 15 cards; 45 items to recycle; 5 trucks; 10 special trucks; 1 board; 1 disc;
3 dice; 1 scorecard; stickers; and instructions.
Develops strategic skills; association and classiﬁcation skills; spatial orientation
skills; and awareness of resource recovery.
Item #: RR22
UPC Code: 8-50029-68722-1
Box size: 11 x 9 1/8 x 1 ¾ inches
Case Pack: 4
3-5 players; 40-60 min.
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PowerHaus

This exciting board game teaches families energy-saving habits.
Players live in a house that wastes energy and must invest in home improvements
to make it more eﬃcient. With each turn, they gain or lose money depending on
their investments. The winner is the one who makes the best decisions for their
wallet…and the world!
Contains 67 cards; 1 board; 4 tokens; 4 discs; 3 dice; play money; and instructions.
Develops logical thinking; calculation skills; spatial orientation; and familiarity
with energy eﬃcient technologies.
Item #: PH23
EAN: 8-50029-68723-8
Box size: 11 x 9 1/8 x 1 ¾ inches
Case Pack: 4
3-4 players; 40-60 min.
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Global Warning

Players learn about ﬁghting climate change in this thrilling board game.
As Earth’s temperatures rise in each round, players try to keep it cool by cleaning
up pollution. The player who ﬁnds the best solution cards to solve the most urgent
environmental threats wins the game…but everyone loses if players can’t slow down
global warming in time. Cooperation is crucial!
Contains 87 solution cards; 57 problem cards; 1 board; 1 die; 1 disc; play money;
and instructions.
Develops teamwork, problem-solving, scientiﬁc reasoning, and an appreciation
for the complexity of climate change.
Item #: GW41
UPC Code: 8-50029-68741-2
Box size: 11 x 9 1/8 x 1 ¾ inches
Case Pack: 4
4-7 players; 45-90 min.
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Have fun & save the planet
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